ABSTRACT.
This paper introduces a class of functions which generalizes both those functions f(z) with bounded boundary rotation and those functions for which zf (z) is a-spirallike.
A simple variational formula for this class is derived and used to determine sufficient conditions for the univalency of functions therein.
Various representations for these functions are given, and these are used to derive another condition for univalence; this one is the best known so far in the subclass consisting of functions f(z) for which zf (z) is a-spirallike. Bounds on the modulus of the Schwarzian derivative are also derived; these are sharp in the subclass of functions having bounded boundary rotation.
1. Introduction. Let Qa denote the class of functions q(z) having the properties that q(z) is regular in E -\z: \z\ < li, q(0) = 1, and, for every r, 0 < r < 1, 77 \Re [eiaq(reñ)\\ dd < krr cos a, Jo where k > 2 and a is real, |a| < tt/2. Recently, M. S. Robertson [ill derived a variational formula for this class of functions. The class OC is the well-known class P consisting of normalized functions which map E onto the right half-plane.
In this paper, we introduce and study a related class of functions. V* will denote the class of functions f(z) which are regular in E, satisfy /(0) = 0, /'(0) = 1 and f'(z) 4 0 in E, and have the property that 1 + zf"(z)/f'iz) 
cos a is a-spirallike,
Theorem 5. // fiz) = z + a2z + • • • z's in V*, then \aA < (zs/2)cos a. This bound is sharp.
Proof. Differentiate both sides of (2.6) and use the bound on \aA derived by Pick for functions in Vvj (see Lehto [4] Theorem 6. // f(z) belongs to V'* and if F(z) is defined by
Proof. Let p be a real number in the interval (0.1) and let a be a complex number, \a\ < 1. For f(z) in V* , define F(z) by the equationŝ --/V) 2ia -C = f^, and F'(0) -0. Multiply both sides of (3.1) by el , and then take the real part of both sides. The last term on the right-hand side of (3.1) then becomes By a rotation, we may assume that e "*a(a, -^zz2) is real and negative, so that T will be positive. We note that T2(a, k, p) < T j(a, k, p) it and only if k < 4/(3fi -2). This proves If we replace \A -A2\ with the result of Theorem 7, Theorem 8 follows from (4.6) and (4.7).
Corollary. Let f(z) be in V*j. Then
When k > 4, the bound given above improves a bound found in [3] , and is sharp. for some p. in P = Q2 i = 1, 2.
Proof. Differentiating both sides of (2.6), and dividing by / (z), we obtain faiz)/faiz) = e-¿a(cos a)/;'(z)//ó(z).
/a"U) z/JU) i+2 k -2 . , l + ze<seca_=l+__ = _V2)-_p2(z), using Brannan's theorem as proved above.
We are now in a position to improve the bounds obtained in Theorem [December
These quantities we can bound using the fact that |p -(p/2^p2\ < 2 max|l, 1 -p\, proven by Ziegler [l2]. We take p = (k + 2/4)e~'a cos a in the first term of (8.1) and p = -ik -2/4^e~! cos a in the second, and observe that (8.2) | 1 -((A + 2)/4)e~zacos a| = [1 + Ik -6)ik + 2) cos2 a/l6\v\ (8.3) | 1 + ((A _ 2)/4)e-¿acos a| = ,1 + Ik + 6)1k -2) cos a/16}'/2, (8.2) is greater than one when k > 6; (8.3) is greater than one when k > 2.
Finally, modulus of the third term of (8.1) can be bounded using the fact that |p¿(0)| < 2, i = I, 2. Application of the triangle inequality to (8.1) thus yields the conclusion of Theorem 10.
Theorem 11. // f(z) is in V*, then f(z) is univalent whenever \k2-4 k+2 k-2 F {k-2)(k+ 6) cos2 a Corollary. // f(z) is in V2, then f(z) is univalent whenever 0 < cos a < x .256 < xQ < .257, where xQ is the positive root of 9x3 + 9x + x -1 = 0.
Proof. Setting k = 2 in Theorem 11, we see that f (z) is univalent whenever cos a [2 + 6|sin a |] < 2. Writing x = cos a, the condition above is equivalent to x + 3x\Jl -x2 < I, 9x2(l -x2) < (I -x)2, 9x3 + 9x2 + x -1 < 0.
This result agreed with the one obtained by Ziegler [12] , who used a different approach. The result is the best known so far for this class.
For the case k -2, M. S. Robertson [10] has shown that for each a such that cos a > y2 there exists a function in Va which is not univalent in E. We conclude by generalizing this result.
